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**Individual Incentives And Productivity**

The fear of a repeat dependence of the Central Asian states on the USSR is no longer a factor in international affairs. The Soviet Union has developed a new approach to the problem of economic integration and cooperation. This change has been accompanied by a number of initiatives aimed at enhancing economic ties and promoting joint ventures across the region. State-owned enterprises and private businesses alike are encouraged to invest in the region, fostering a dynamic and competitive market environment.

The shift towards individual incentives and productivity has led to significant improvements in efficiency and competitiveness. By adopting market-oriented strategies and fostering a culture of entrepreneurship, the Central Asian states have been able to attract foreign investment and stimulate domestic growth.

**UN IN A CHANGING WORLD**

In the context of global changes, the United Nations (UN) continues to play a crucial role in promoting peace, security, and development. The organization is faced with numerous challenges, including conflicts, human rights violations, and environmental issues. The UN system is adapting to these challenges through innovative approaches and partnerships, aiming to enhance its effectiveness and relevance in the 21st century.

**Radio Afghanistan Programme**

THURSDAY

**Foreign Services, Western Music**

**Press Update**

All the major dailies publish articles on political developments and economic trends. The regional press is full of articles discussing the latest news from Central Asia. Afghanistan has been at the center of international attention due to the ongoing conflict.

**Child Malnutrition A Serious Problem Here**

UNICEF, originally known as the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, has been working in Afghanistan since the early 1950s. The organization has a long history of addressing child malnutrition through various programs.

**Astronomer Finds Atmosphere Around Jupiter Satellites**

Leningrad April 8 (USSR) 1982

Astronomers have discovered an atmosphere around some of Jupiter's moons, which was previously thought to be devoid of any significant gaseous component.
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- Foreign Office: 00123456789
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- Press Agency: 00123456789
- Important News: 00123456789
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**Free Exchange Rates At 10/17/82**
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**Foreign Services**

The Afghan delegation was called on the Indian Vice-President. They held a series of meetings and discussions on various issues of mutual interest.

**Air Services**

- On the Euro-Atlantic Network: Phone No. 00123456789
- On the Intercontinental Network: Phone No. 00123456789
- On the Asian-Pacific Network: Phone No. 00123456789
- On the African-Asian Network: Phone No. 00123456789
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Race Relations Bill Limits Discrimination In Britain

LONDON, April 4 (Bloomberg).—The British government has introduced a bill to limit racial discrimination, following criticism that the present law is inadequate. The bill will make it unlawful for employers to discriminate against employees on the grounds of race, colour, or national or ethnic origin.

Orchard Owners Seek Help To Set Up Cooperative

KABUL, April 4 (Bloomberg).—The government is considering setting up a cooperative for orchard owners to market their produce, according to the Agriculture Minister. The cooperative would provide a marketing service for farmers, helping to improve their income.

Yugoslav Aid To Help Build Rubber Plant, Tomnany

KABUL, April 4 (Reuters).—Yugoslav experts have been invited to help build a rubber plant in Tomnany province, with the aim of increasing the country's rubber production. The Yugoslav experts will work under the supervision of the Ministry of Agriculture.

Das Kehr-Trio In Kabul

The Kehr trio is one of the outstanding singing trios of Afghanistan. The trio, which is managed by Mr. Goos, Kehr, has toured numerous countries worldwide. They have been invited to perform at Radio Afghanistan's annual concert.

Prime Minister Makes Helicopter Tour Of Helmand Valley Project

KABUL, April 4 (Reuters).—Prime Minister Mr. Mohammad Yosuf Khan has made a helicopter tour of the Helmand Valley project, which is expected to cost nearly $100 million. The project aims to improve irrigation and water management in the valley.

NCNA Accuses Johnson Of Using "Stick & Carrot" Policy

PRING, April 4 (Reuters).—The National Committee for the Philippines has accused President Johnson of using the "stick and carrot" policy in his negotiations with the Vietnam war. They have criticized the policy for being cruel and aggressive.

U.S. Makes Reply To 17 Nation Vietnam Appeal

WASHINGTON, April 3 (Reuters).—In reply to the appeal of 17 nations to end the war in Vietnam, the United States has reaffirmed its commitment to support the South Vietnamese government. The U.S. has stated that it will continue to honor its obligations under the Paris Peace Accords.

Cento Communicate Voices Concern At Cyprus Situation

SELIM, April 4 (Reuters).—The government of Cento has expressed concern about the situation in Cyprus, where tensions have been rising. They have called for a peaceful resolution to the conflict.

Turks Seek Talks With Greeks Soon On Cyprus' Future

HVARA, April 5 (Reuters).—The Turkish government has indicated its willingness to resume talks with Greece on the future of Cyprus. They have stated that a peaceful solution is the only way to resolve the issue.

Capture Cattle From nationalists

KABUL, April 5 (Bloomberg).—The government has ordered the capture of cattle from the nationalists, who have been smuggling them across the border.

President Bonaparte, 1802 to 1803

The President of the Year VIII, also known as Napoleon Bonaparte, was in power from 1802 to 1803. He was a military leader who established a new form of government in France, known as the First French Empire.